














1. Question: What are the three main sources from Western culture that 
influence modern fiction?  
Answer: Myths, traditional stories, and religious works, especially the Bible. 
Explanation: The text explains that these three sources are part of the shared 
heritage of Western culture and civilization, and they significantly influence 
the themes, storylines, and character types in modern fiction. 

2. Question: How do myths contribute to modern fiction?  
Answer: Myths contribute fantastic adventures, characters, and themes that 
help explore human nature and relationships.  
Explanation: Myths, like those of the Greeks and Romans, provide a rich 
source of material for modern fiction, offering fantastic stories and characters 
that are often adapted and reinvented in contemporary works. 

3. Question: Give an example of a modern fiction work that incorporates 
elements from myths.  
Answer: Rick Riordan's series "Percy Jackson and the Olympians." 
Explanation: In this series, the main character discovers he is the son of the 
Greek god Poseidon, showing how ancient mythology is woven into a modern 
narrative. 

4. Question: What are fairy tales and how do they influence modern fiction? 
Answer: Fairy tales are stories about kings, princesses, and magical creatures 
that influence modern fiction by providing themes of wonder and moral 
lessons.  
Explanation: Fairy tales offer a sense of magic and morality, which are often 
adapted in modern fiction to create enchanting and meaningful stories. 

5. Question: Name a modern fiction work that is influenced by fables.  
Answer: J.K. Rowling's "Tales of Beedle the Bard" in the Harry Potter series. 
Explanation: This book within a book creates new wizarding world fairy tales 
and fables, showing how ancient moral stories can be reimagined in 
contemporary fiction. 

6. Question: How does the Bible influence modern fiction?  
Answer: The Bible influences modern fiction through its themes, storylines, 
and character types, such as the battle between good and evil. Explanation: 
Biblical stories and figures provide a rich source of inspiration, often seen in 
the portrayal of moral struggles and character archetypes in modern fiction. 

7. Question: Provide an example of a modern fiction character patterned after a 
biblical figure.  
Answer: C.S. Lewis' lion Aslan in "The Chronicles of Narnia." Explanation: 
Aslan represents Jesus Christ, particularly in his self-sacrifice, showing how 
biblical figures can be symbolically represented in modern fiction. 

8. Question: What role do underdog themes from the Bible play in modern 
fiction? 



 Answer: They often depict weaker or seemingly insignificant characters 
overcoming great challenges, as seen in "Harry Potter" and "The Lord of the 
Rings."  
Explanation: This theme, like David defeating Goliath, is common in modern 
fiction, symbolizing hope and the triumph of good over evil. 

9. Question: How do modern authors use traditional stories in their works? 
Answer: They often remix and adapt these stories, creating new narratives 
while retaining the core elements.  
Explanation: Authors like J.K. Rowling and Stephanie Meyer take familiar fairy 
tales and fables and give them a fresh perspective, making them relevant to 
contemporary audiences. 

10. Question: Why is it significant that modern fiction draws from myths, 
traditional stories, and religious works? Answer: It shows how contemporary 
writers are influenced by the shared cultural heritage, making their stories rich 
and relatable. Explanation: These ancient sources provide a wealth of ideas 
and themes that continue to resonate with readers, demonstrating the 
enduring power of these stories and their relevance in modern times. 

 


